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AMS Technologies – where technologies meet solutions

power electronics solutions tailored to your needs

AMS Technologies is a leading solution provider and distributor

cases to highly specific, customized products and solutions.

AMS Technologies’ experts team up with various partners ranging from component and system manufacturers to consultants and

of high-tech, leading-edge components, systems and equipment,

Helping you to effectively outsource your production line, we can

engineering companies to provide the best solution to your power semiconductor system requirements.

with more than 35 years of experience to date and currently

even provide you with the necessary leading turnkey contract

Our team can offer development and construction services for all areas of high voltage & high power electronics, combining innova-

serving more than 2000 European customers.

manufacturing services in our key competency fields.

tion, design and technical expertise with extensive manufacturing, test and assembly facilities. We know all viable options and are best

We are the specialists in both components and complete solutions

AMS Technologies has been delivering solutions into a variety

All our activities are based on the first step to work closely with you on deciding all the technical and commercial aspects of the

for Optical Technology, Thermal Management and Power

of high-tech markets, including renewable energies, medical,

specification, based on your requirements. Over the course of the development process, these are translated into a solution that is

Technology fields, with access to and long standing relationships

defence & aerospace, research & scientific and various other

exactly tailored to your needs.

with the most advanced manufacturers in each of those fields.

industrial segments. Our customer base consists of Europe’s

We provide power electronics solutions from single semiconductors or passive components to subassemblies including drivers, mod-

Drawing extensively on our experience in each of these differing

largest leading technology corporations, a network of universities

ules or stacks to modular converter systems and comprehensive solutions comprising power electronics in a thermally optimized

technologies, and coupling this with our broad system-level

and research institutes as well as the most promising start-ups.

custom assembly.

positioned to find the perfect cost-performance-ratio for you.

competence, we are able to offer seamless and comprehensive

Our manufacturing facilities have a proven capability for efficiently building and testing semiconductor & power assemblies, starting

solutions incorporating complementary aspects from all three key

We thrive by working in a ‘customer first’ environment. Our pan-

with prototype manufacturing all the way to series production of custom power electronics systems – in cabinet form factors as well

technology fields.

European customers are serviced from a network of local offices

as smaller assemblies in 19” plug-in units. Before leaving our ISO 9001 certified production facilities, all products undergo a 100 %

in Germany, the UK, France, Italy, Spain, Poland and Sweden,

output test.

With an appropriate technical education, an element of

with a focused operations and logistics centre located in Munich,

entrepreneurial spirit and many years of design and consultancy

Germany.

expertise, our sales engineers can rapidly comprehend system
requirements and provide you the customer with a solution

Our commitment: Identifying the best solution for your project

that goes way beyond a simple understanding of our product

enabling you to become your customers’ first choice!

datasheets. We take active involvement in the design cycle,

Your AMS Technologies team

defining and re-defining your specifications, and leading in many

We offer a wide range of solutions, including:

Typical areas of application:

 Power semiconductors

 Pulse power

 IGBT drivers

 Drive technology

 IGBT & bipolar stacks

 Transportation & traction

 Sub-system assembly

 Mining

 Thermal analysis

 Oil & gas

 Power stage development

 Energy technology

 Film power capacitors

 Power & power distribution
 HVDC

 Optical Technologies
 Power Technologies
 Thermal Management

Some of our engineering services:

 Medium & high voltage rectifiers

 Electrical & thermal dimensioning of power electronics

 Surge current switches (pulse power)

 Mechanical design

 Uninterruptable power supplies (UPS)

 Dimensioning of protective circuits

 Induction heating & welding

 Dimensioning of driver stages for power semiconductors

 Process engineering

 Optimisation of existing development

 Medical technology

 Finding the causes of malfunctions

 Research & scientific

 Thermal simulation and analysis (CFD)

 Defence
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thyristor discs & assemblies, power stacks & clamps

diodes & assemblies

AMS Technologies provides a comprehensive range of thyristor discs that can
be supplied as individual devices or according to customer request as a complete
press pack assembly with triggering and controls. Adding to that, we offer a unique
power stack manufacturing service with the flexibility to supply any configuration
of electronic stack assembly. Typical bipolar and IGBT stack assemblies can include
any bespoke design of specialist inverters, rectifiers, static transfer switches and
any configuration of sub-system electronic assembly. Working to your technical
specifications or designed & built complete by our own in-house technicians from
your application concepts and operational parameters, AMS Technologies offers a fully
comprehensive service in the manufacture of specialist power stacks and bespoke
power conversion sub-assemblies.

IGBT & SFRD modules

power modules
Utilised for such systems as wind turbines, frequency converters, pulse power
systems, high power drives, induction heating, DC servomotor control and AC motor
control in industrial applications, our extensive range of IGBT modules is fully suited
to many areas combining an industry standard switching voltage with a very high
switching current capability. We can offer a broad range of products switching in a
wide band frequency range with various circuit layouts including half bridge, choppers
and single switches to fulfill a plethora of requirements. These products offer fast
switching with low switch on (Eon) and switch off (Eoff).

This is a description for various semiconductor packages that include rectifier diode
modules, avalanche diode modules, phase control diode modules, high power
thyristor modules with external cooling, modules with diode-thyristor and thyhristordiode circuit designs, single phase and three phase bridges, fast thyristor, or diode
modules. The large combination of package styles, circuit designs and power ratings
allow design engineer to select the correct configuration for his application; whether
power converters for traction, soft starters for motor controls, welding and induction
heating equipment, power bridges for power supplies or rectifiers for DC motors, we
are able to offer a large range of products to provide you with the correct solution for
your needs.

modular converter systems

IGBT drivers
AMS Technologies offers a range of quality high performance gate drive products –
gate drives with the capability of driving IGBT modules from different manufacturers
without the need for gate resistor changes. This allows for considerable subsequent
flexibility in the design and sourcing of IGBT modules. Each gate driver is suitable
for 2 level, 3 level and multi-level converters for a wide range of medium to high
power applications. With current ratings of 400 A to 3600 A and operating voltages
from 1,200 V to 6,500 V, our gate drivers are designed and manufactured to control
modules from all leading IGBT manufacturers. In addition, we offer a high isolation
DC/DC converter to power high voltage gate drivers for 4,500 V and 6,500 V IGBT
modules.
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In today’s modern world of semiconductor switches, a paramount consideration
for every engineer is the criteria for protection diodes, as well as the requirement
for rectification of voltages for smooth operating parameters. Our range of diodes
provides protection for overvoltage, as well as offering several different circuit
designs and packages for half wave and full wave rectification. With stud design,
press pack, flanged, modules and compact cases, we can fulfill any requirements
for avalanche, fast recovery, rectifier, high voltage diode stacks, rotor and voltage
suppression diodes for many different applications. Design engineers confronted
with half wave and rectifier diode applications, or high voltage power supplies, lasers,
X-ray machines, industry and transport systems, can be assured that we have all the
products for their designs.

In our modular converter systems, individual phase components are defined as
standard and can be flexibly combined with one another depending on the power
required. Individual half-bridge modules are configured to form single-phase or threephase inverter topologies and are connected in parallel depending on the required
total power. Step-up and step-down converters as well as rectifier components
are available too. For our converter systems we provide a complete range of power
semiconductors including custom-made IGBT modules, phase control thyristors and
rectifier diodes. Working to individual customer preferences we can incorporate all
leading brands of power semiconductors into our assemblies. Our technical expertise
and experience with power semiconductors enable us to assist our customers with
all aspects of semiconductor application and specification – advising on thermal
considerations, performance, reliability, compatibility, adaptability, stack assembly,
bespoke clamping solutions and speciality requirements.
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from technology components to turnkey solution

associated products
pulse power systems

new cooling possibilities with miniature rotary and linear compressors

power products
Under pulse power systems,

Components like resistors,

Our thermal management development kit “mLC-KIT” (mini Liquid Cooling Kit) is featuring a sealed vapor compression circuit with

we understand the concept

diodes, snubber capacitors

either a speed-controlled miniature rotary BLDC compressor (mLC-KIT 500) or two stroke-controlled miniature linear compressors

of a capacitor being charged

or measurement devices

(mLC-KIT 1600). This kit provides cooling capacities of 500 W or 1600 W respectively. Equipped with nickel brazed stainless steel plates,

to a certain level and then

are part of any circuit that

a heat exchanger serves as evaporator, is the interface to the customer liquid coolant circuit and suitable for a variety of coolant fluids,

discharged. This

system

high power semiconductors

such as water, DI water and glycol-water mixtures. For smooth and precise temperature control the compressor speed/stroke can be set

consists of a capacitor

are designed into. Perform-

from the upper control system.

charg
ing power supply, a

ing tasks like current limit,

capacitor and also a high


overvoltage and surge pro-

power switch. The complete system is known as a pulse delivery

tection or frequency control, these devices are an intrinsic part of

system. Whether you require only the design & development, con-

the circuit for semiconductor switching elements. AMS Technolo-

sulting for sourcing the right components, or the design of a com-

gies offers a broad range of products to cover all your passive

plete pulse delivery system to your specification, we can provide

component and protection needs – from low or high voltage to

you with all aspects for a successful collaboration and completion.

high frequency applications.

With our ability to design and develop high current and/or high voltage semiconductor switching we are able to offer a modular approach to system design.

measurement devices

power supply systems

full chiller power in shoe box size

AMS Technologies’ product

The potential-free power

offering includes current

supply system GPSS ena-

transformers, also known

bles supply of components

as Rogowski coils, which

with different electrical po-

are instruments to meas-

tentials. Operating with

ure current flow in cables

very high performance, this

or charged particle beams.

power supply system is

All the measurement de-

partially discharge-free up

vices use the Rogowski principle to ensure non-contact meas-

to 21 kV. And the inductive power supply system IPSS enables the

urement of currents from mA up to kA. The current transformers

isolated supply of modules at different electrical potentials, e.g.

can be used in mediums such as air, ultra-high vacuum or oil. The

for control modules in high voltage applications or power semi-

instruments provide an accurate reading of DC currents, pulsed

conductors connected in series. The system is available as an

currents, RMS currents, pulse charge and position of a current-

individual component or supplemented by decoupling units or

carrying beam. The devices are available with various diameters,

thyristor ignition modules. System voltages up to 12 kVrms are

to provide the user with the correct device depending on the out-

specified between the primary and secondary circuit and be-

side diameter of the cable to be measured.

tween individual loads.
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Our mini Recirculating Chiller development kit (mRC-KIT) features a vapor compression circuit and a closed, pressurized recirculating
water circuit – like a conventional chiller five times the size. On the refrigeration side, a miniature rotary compressor, customized condenser and evaporator are utilized to reduce size. The twin pump compressor’s BLDC motor is speed controlled by an inverter, offering low
vibration and low noise throughout the speed range. Compact centrifugal pumps and a compact tank on the water circuit side are also
contributing to the compact size. Due to pressure applied on the suction side, the water pumps operate smoothly and without cavitation
and the closed system prevents ingress of bacteria and oxygen, keeps the coolant clean and thus helps to extend maintenance intervals.
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enabling your ideas.
Optical, Power and Thermal Management Technologies
Germany
AMS Technologies AG
Fraunhoferstr. 22
82152 Martinsried, Germany
Phone + 49 (0) 89 895 77 0

Spain
AMS Technologies S.L.
C/Filadors 35, 3o, 7a
08208 Sabadell, Spain
Phone + 34 93 380 84 20

France
AMS Technologies S.A.R.L.
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AMS Technologies Nordic
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Italy
AMS Technologies S.r.l.
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United Kingdom
AMS Technologies Ltd.
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NN11 8EA, United Kingdom
Phone + 44 (0)1455 556360
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Poland
AMS Technologies Sp. z o.o.
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31-545 Krakow, Poland
Phone + 48 (0) 12 346 24 16
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